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Manufacturing Case Study 

CCoommppaannyy 
International commercial vehicle manufacturer, $10B in sales. 

 

CChhaalllleennggee 
Our client shifted from a vehicle-centric marketing strategy to a customer-

centric model. However, inaccurate and incomplete data impacted our client’s 

ability to clearly define and understand customers. Several definitions of 

“customer” existed, depending upon where the vehicle was in the purchasing 

life cycle. Our client was making assumptions as to the best contact at a 

company level. Without a comprehensive understanding of which contacts 

were the decision-makers and what was driving their purchase behavior, 

market growth was impeded, important client relationships were damaged, 

and up-sell and cross-sell opportunities were lost. Additionally, poor customer 

intelligence impacted dealer relationships. Our client was seeking a solution to 

improve channel partnerships and provide dealers with marketing intelligence 

to help drive end-users to the dealership. 

SSoolluuttiioonn  OOvveerrvviieeww  

DataMentors provided a combination of data management, business 

intelligence and custom analytics to solve the following high level analytical 

goals: 

 Establish a comprehensive 360o customer view by integrating multiple 

sources of data, from both internal and external  sources 

 Identify top customers and maximize lifetime value 

 Prioritize marketing investments according to most valuable customer 

segments 

 Automate marketing communications through targeted email 

deployments based on customer segments and triggered or event-driven 

actions 

 Demonstrate ROI and effectiveness of marketing programs through 

trending and behavioral analysis 

 Improve dealer relationships and provide market intelligence to help 

dealers sell more products 

 
 
 
 
“Before moving to DataMentors, 
we had multiple sources of data 
with several different pieces of 
information about our 
customers. It wasn't until we 
brought all that source data 
through DataFuse that we had a 
solid, single view of the 
customer. DataFuse allowed us 
to analyze customer data, take 
action to grow revenue and 
loyalty, and measure 
performance.” – CRM Director 
 
 
 
About DataMentors 
DataMentors is a full-service 
provider of data quality, data 
management and business 
intelligence solutions. Our 
flexible solutions provide 
valuable data insights to help 
increase revenue, maximize 
customer value, reduce risk, and 
grow businesses. 
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SSoolluuttiioonn  

 Using our data management solution, DataFuseTM, we integrated 15 disparate source systems. 

These sources included a variety of internal information (tradeshows, customer loyalty programs, 

and vehicle finance data) and external information supplied by public agencies. DataFuseTM 

provided our client with a flexible and adaptable solution to integrate new and changing sources of 

information as they became available. 

 Custom cleansing and standardization rules were implemented for particular large 

corporate relationships to properly standardize significant variations in name. 

 National Change of Address (NCOA) was incorporated as part of the regular marketing 

database build on a quarterly basis. 

 Relationship identifiers were added with customized match rules to identify specific site 

locations, separately from larger corporate relationships.  

 

 DataMentors’ business intelligence solution, PinPointTM, allowed our client to perform a variety of 

customer centric analyses, including: 

 Customer value segmentation. Our client was able to understand historical behavior and 

develop marketing investment strategies and targeted messaging for distinct customer 

segments:  

 Best of The Best: loyal and high value  

 Could be the Best: high transaction value but infrequent purchase 

 Emerging: low value, high frequency 

 Loss leaders: customers to stop focusing on 

 Predictive value modeling. Once we established the “as is” segmentation, we were able to 

create a “to be” state, predicting migration of customers into higher value segments. 

 Marketing email communications were automated through DataMentors’ email marketing 

solution. Deployed on a weekly basis, dealers receive information constructed to enhance 

customer loyalty and increase sales. Customer analytics derived from PinPointTM also easily 

interfaced with other marketing automation systems. 

“Inaccurate data impacted our data to the point that we could only view our contacts at the company 

level.  We could not conduct effective 1:1 marketing because we did not have insight into appropriate 

contacts at the site level where the vehicles are actually domiciled and the purchasing decisions are 

made.  We were making assumptions as to the best record at a company level.  In addition, we could 

not rely on an accurate roll-up to the parent level for an executive summary of all of the vehicles that 

link to entity, because we did not have adequate matching logic.” – Director of Marketing Strategy 

 

 


